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Abstract: 

During speech perception, listeners compensate for phonological rules of their language. For 

instance, English place assimilation causes green boat to be typically pronounced as greem boat; 

English listeners, however, perceptually compensate for this rule and retrieve the intended sound 

(n). Previous research using EEG has focused on rules with clear phonetic underpinnings, 

showing that perceptual compensation occurs at an early stage of speech perception. We tested 

whether this early mechanism also accounts for the compensation for more complex rules. We 

examined compensation for French voicing assimilation, a rule with abstract phonological 

restrictions on the contexts in which it applies. Our results reveal that perceptual compensation 

for this rule by French listeners modulates an early ERP component. This is evidence that early 

stages of speech sound categorization are sensitive to complex phonological rules of the native 

language. 

Keywords:  

Electroencephalography, Mismatch negativity, Speech perception, Phonological rules, 
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1. Introduction 

Perceptual adaptation is a biological requirement to efficiently process the signals of our 

environment. This adaptation tunes our perception system, making us allocate cognitive resources 

to relevant information only. Speech processing provides a clear illustration of such adaptation. 

Exposure to one’s native language shapes the auditory system, such that speech perception is 

tuned to acoustic properties that distinguish native speech sounds and is largely insensitive to 

those that are not exploited in the native language (Iverson, Kuhl, Akahane-yamada, & Diesch, 

2003; Kuhl, Williams, & Lacerda, 1992; Sebastián-Gallés & Soto-Faraco, 1999). For instance, 

Japanese listeners show persistent perceptual confusion between the English liquid consonants [r] 

and [l], as Japanese has only one liquid consonant (Flege, Takagi, & Mann, 1996; Goto, 1971). 

This confusion is likely caused by a low-level mechanism that maps the two non-native sounds 

onto a single native category, ignoring the acoustic differences between them (Best, McRoberts, 

& Goodell, 2001; Kuhl, 2000). Studies using electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings report 

early automatic brain responses that reflect such a mapping mechanism between the speech signal 

and native speech sounds (Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Flagg, Oram Cardy, & Roberts, 2006; 

Näätänen et al., 1997; Sharma & Dorman, 2000).  

However, this mapping mechanism fails to account for the perception of native speech sounds, 

which can be distorted too. For instance, English listeners frequently misperceive the native 

consonant [m] as [n] when it is followed by [b]. Since both [m] and [n] exist in English, this 

perceptual transformation cannot be explained by the low-level mapping mechanism mentioned 

above. Rather, it arises from listeners’ knowledge about a phonological rule of their native 

language that affects the production of individual speech sounds. Indeed, English has a rule of 

place assimilation that causes the coronal consonant [n] to be pronounced as its labial counterpart, 

[m], when it occurs before a labial consonant (e.g. [b]), but not before a non-labial consonant (e.g. 
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[s]). For instance, the [n] in green is typically produced as [m] in green boat but not in green sock. 

This [n]-to-[m] transformation in speech production is thus mirrored by a reverse [m]-to-[n] 

transformation that takes place during speech perception. In other words, listeners compensate for 

the phonological rule in order to retrieve the sound intended by the speaker (Gaskell & Snoeren, 

2008). 

Compensation for phonological rules has also been observed in other languages and with other 

rules (Darcy, Ramus, Christophe, Kinzler, & Dupoux, 2009; Mitterer, Csépe, Honbolygo, & 

Blomert, 2006). A number of studies have examined the time course of perceptual compensation 

for phonological rules (Clayards, Niebuhr, & Gaskell, 2015; Mitterer & Blomert, 2003; Mitterer, 

Csépe, Honbolygo, et al., 2006; Tavabi, Elling, Dobel, Pantev, & Zwitserlood, 2009). For 

instance, using electroencephalographic (EEG) recordings, Mitterer and Blomert (2003) 

examined the electrophysiological correlates of perceptual compensation for Dutch place 

assimilation, which is identical to the English rule mentioned above. They found that perceptual 

compensation for this rule, by which [m] is perceived as [n] before [b] but not before [s], 

modulates an early brain response around 100 ms after the onset of the speech sound in question. 

A similar early brain response related to perceptual compensation was observed in a study which 

focused on Hungarian liquid assimilation, by which [l] is produced as [r] before [r] (Mitterer, 

Csépe, Honbolygo, et al., 2006). These findings provide support for the hypothesis that 

compensation for phonological rules occurs at an early stage of speech sound perception.  

So far, research on compensation for phonological rules has focused on rules with a clear 

phonetic underpinning. For instance, in the case of Dutch and English place assimilation, the 

coronal consonant [n] can be pronounced as labial [m] whenever it is followed by a labial 

consonant. Thus, assimilation takes place as long as the target speech sound differs from the 

following sound in the phonetic feature that is subject to change. Assimilation rules like this can 
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be considered as extreme cases of coarticulation, by which a sound takes over articulatory 

properties of an adjacent sound (Church, 1987). Thus, perceptual compensation for these rules 

may rely on low-level phonetic mechanisms used for compensation for coarticulation (e.g., 

feature parsing, Gow, 2003). This phonetic mechanism would well explain findings showing that 

listeners can also compensate for assimilation rules that are not present in their native language. 

For instance, French listeners compensate for the English place assimilation rule, though to a 

lesser extent than for their native voicing assimilation rule (Darcy et al., 2009). Likewise, Dutch 

listeners compensate for Hungarian liquid assimilation, and this compensation also elicits an 

early brain response (Mitterer, Csépe, Honbolygo, et al., 2006). In these cases, participants 

necessarily rely on mechanisms that compensate for coarticulation, because they are never 

exposed to these assimilation rules in their native language.   

However, not all phonological rules can be reduced to extreme cases of coarticulation, as there 

exist rules which are phonetically less straightforward. An example is provided by French. In this 

language, voiceless consonants may be pronounced as their voiced counterparts before some but 

not all voiced consonants. For instance, the final voiceless [f] of the word oeuf ‘egg’ can be 

produced as voiced [v] in oeuf blanc ‘white egg’ but not in oeuf noir ‘black egg’, even though 

both [b] and [n] are voiced. This rule of voicing assimilation is thus more complex than the rules 

described above, as not all voiced consonants induce the voicing change. More specifically, 

voicing assimilation can apply before obstruent consonants (such as [b]) but not before sonorant 

consonants (such as [n]) (Grammont, 1933). This exceptional behavior of sonorants is language-

specific, as in several other languages with voicing assimilation sonorants can induce a voicing 

change in a preceding voiceless obstruent (Blaho, 2008; Lipski, 1989; Rubach, 1996; 

Strycharczuk & Simon, 2013; Wheeler, 1986). Thus, in contrast to place assimilation in English 

and Dutch and to liquid assimilation in Hungarian, voicing assimilation in French is not strictly 
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phonetically grounded. As a consequence, perceptual compensation for this rule cannot be based 

on purely phonetic principles but, rather, must involve more complex phonological processing.  

An open question is whether the early brain mechanism observed for perceptual compensation of 

phonetically motivated rules can also explain compensation for more complex phonological rules 

such as French voicing assimilation. Whereas phonetic compensation takes place very early in 

speech perception, more abstract phonological compensation could reflect a post-perceptual 

reinterpretation of the miscategorized sound. Such a late mechanism has been proposed in purely 

feedforward models (Norris, McQueen, & Cutler, 2000). It reflects the effect of higher order 

knowledge on the reinterpretation of a low-level sensory output, during the decision making 

phase of the perceptual judgment. In order to investigate this issue we used high-density EEG to 

record French participants’ electrophysiological responses while they performed a mismatch 

detection task (see Materials and Methods for more details). Participants listened to a series of 

four identical precursor stimuli with a vowel-consonant-consonant-vowel structure (V1C1C2V2, 

e.g. ofbe or ofne), followed by a test stimulus that was either identical to the previous stimuli or 

differed from them in the voicing of C1 (ovbe or ovne). C2 was either a viable context or an 

unviable context for voicing assimilation of C1 (respectively, [b] in ofbe and [n] in ofne; Figure 

1). Since French listeners perceptually compensate for their native voicing assimilation rule 

(Darcy et al., 2009), they should tend to misperceive ovbe as ofbe because the former is the 

assimilated form of the latter. On the contrary, they should rarely misperceive ovne as ofne 

because the two forms are not linked by the voicing assimilation rule. In other words, they should 

have difficulty detecting the voicing change of C1 between test and precursor stimuli in the viable 

context but not in the unviable context.  

In order to examine when the voicing assimilation rule affects speech perception, we compared 

the event related potentials (ERPs) elicited by the voicing change of C1 in the viable and unviable 
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contexts. Detectable voicing changes introduced by the test stimulus after four identical precursor 

stimuli should elicit an early ERP called mismatch negativity (MMN), which arises in response to 

an infrequent change in a repetitive sound sequence and reflects early, preattentional processes 

(Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Näätänen & Alho, 1995; Sams, Paavilainen, Alho, & Näätänen, 1985). 

Thus, if compensation for voicing assimilation occurs at the early perceptual stage when speech 

sounds are categorized, an MMN should be observed in the unviable but not in the viable context. 

If, by contrast, compensation for voicing assimilation reflects a top-down reinterpretation of an 

already categorized sound, then an MMN should be observed in both the viable and the unviable 

context. Furthermore, since participants in our paradigm provide a behavioral response, the 

successful detection of a voicing change should also elicit an ERP at the time window of a late 

positive component (i.e., P300), which is related to the conscious detection of a deviant item and 

to the decision-making process involved in giving a response (Polich, 2007). Therefore, this 

component should arise in the unviable context only, regardless of whether perceptual 

compensation for voicing assimilation occurs at an early or a later stage. 

In addition, we examined whether French participants’ expected lowered performance in the 

detection of a voicing change in the viable context could be due to a general phonetic difficulty to 

detect a voicing change before an obstruent consonant (such as [b] in ofbe) compared to before a 

sonorant consonant (such as [n] in ofne). To this end, we also tested a group of American English 

listeners on the behavioral task only. If the expected effect in the viable context is merely due to a 

language-independent phonetic difficulty, American English listeners should behave as French 

listeners. If, by contrast, it is language-specific, they should behave differently from French 

listeners, as English does not have a voicing assimilation rule. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Participants 
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Thirty right-handed, native French speakers (21 females; mean age: 24 years) participated in the 

EEG experiment. In addition, twelve right-handed, native speakers of American English (7 

females; mean age: 20.1 years), with little or no knowledge of French, participated in the 

behavioral task only. All participants gave written informed consent to take part in this study and 

were paid for participation. They reported normal vision, audition and language abilities, and 

declared having learned no other language other than their native language before the age of ten. 

Five French participants were excluded from the analyses because of a large amount of artifacts 

(> 50% of total trials) due to eye blinks, muscle movements, or heartbeats presented in the EEG 

data.  

2.3. Paradigm and stimuli  

Participants performed a mismatch detection task on meaningless sound sequences. They listened 

to a series of four identical precursor stimuli with a vowel-consonant-consonant-vowel structure 

(V1C1C2V2), e.g. ofbe or ofne, followed by a test stimulus that was either identical to the previous 

stimuli e.g. ofbe-ofbe or ofne-ofne (no-change condition) or differed from them in the voicing of 

C1, e.g. ofbe-ovbe or ofne-ovne (voicing-change condition). C2 was either a viable context ([b] in 

ofbe) or an unviable context ([n] in ofne) for inducing the perceptual transformation of C1 

(Figure 1). For each condition, half of the trials had precursor items with a voiceless – 

unassimilated – C1, as in the examples above, whereas the other half of the trials had precursor 

items with a voiced - assimilated - C1. Thus, in the voicing-change condition, the change was 

from voiceless to voiced in half of the trials and from voiced to voiceless in the other half.  

We used four V1C1C2V2 sequences (i.e. ofbe, usda, ikdo, akvi) to construct the experimental 

stimuli (see Appendix for a complete table of stimuli). For each base sequence (e.g., ofbe), four 

items were created as the precursor stimuli (ofbe, ovbe, ofne, ovne). The four items differed in 

that C1 was either a voiceless or a voiced obstruent (f and v), and C2 was either a voiced obstruent 
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or a voiced sonorant (b and n). Since obstruents (b) but not sonorants (n) provide the context for 

French voice assimilation, the first two items in each quadruplet (ofbe, ovbe) were used for the 

viable context and the last two (ofne, ovne) for the unviable context. For each precursor item (e.g., 

ofbe), three test items were defined, as follows. For the no-change condition, the test item was 

identical to the precursor item (ofbe); for the voicing-change condition, the test item was created 

by replacing C1 of the precursor item with its voicing counterpart (ovbe). Finally, in order to 

introduce more variability in the experiment, we added filler items. These items were created by 

replacing C1 of the precursor item with another consonant with the same voicing value, but with a 

change in place of articulation (osbe). These filler trials provided clear cases of a change1. Both 

behavioral and electroencephalographic data from these trials were excluded from the analysis. 

Precursor stimuli were produced by four female speakers and test stimuli by a male speaker. The 

presence of multiple speakers requires participants to rely on the stimuli’s phonological 

properties, rather than on purely acoustic information, to do the task (Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 

2000; Eulitz & Lahiri, 2004). Recordings were made in a sound-attenuated room with an external 

audio card (Lexicon Lambda) as digital input and a customized MATLAB program using 

Psychophysics Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997). Tokens were digitized at 44100 Hz / 16 bits. 

We ensured that C1 in the unassimilated items (e.g., f in ofbe) was completely voiceless whereas 

C1 in the assimilated items (e.g., v in ovbe) was completely voiced. Indeed, when voicing 

assimilation occurs in the viable context in spontaneous speech, it most often induces a 

categorical transformation from a voiceless sound into a voiced sound rather than a sound with an 

intermediate voicing (Hallé & Adda-Decker, 2011). For assimilated items, speakers were thus 

given written forms containing a voiced C1. For the unassimilated items, as it is very difficult for 

                                                 
1 As expected, in these trials participants detected the change in both the viable context (e.g. ofbe-osbe) and the 
unviable context (e.g. ofne-osne) 94% and 93% of the time, respectively  (t < 1).  
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French speakers to naturally produce a voiceless obstruent before a voiced one, we created, for 

each speaker, the items containing such unassimilated obstruent clusters by splicing the two 

syllables from two neutral items recorded separately. For instance, ofbe was created by 

combining of- from ofpe and -be from ovbe, such that [f] was completely voiceless. This method 

also allowed us to ensure that the physical difference between the voiceless and the voiced 

obstruents ([f] and [v]) was identical in the viable and the unviable context. In order to equalize a 

potential bias that may be introduced as a result of manual editing, all other stimuli were likewise 

constructed by means of cross-splicing.  

All VCCV sequences used for cross-splicing were recorded multiple times by five native French 

speakers, four women and one man. For each speaker, the best two tokens of each sequence were 

chosen. After cross-splicing, all stimuli were equalized in length (500 ms) and their intensity was 

normalized to mean RMS amplitude (60 dB) across all stimuli, using Praat (Boersma, 2002).  

Finally, we validated the quality of the stimuli with a trained phonetician and checked for 

potential sources for misperception of the stimuli other than perceptual compensation2. 

2.4. Procedure 

Participants were seated in a quiet testing booth in front of a CRT monitor for instructions and 

feedback. Stimuli were presented to them binaurally via earphones. Participants’ responses were 

                                                 
2 Some of the stimuli contained consonant sequences that could potentially be misidentified for reasons other than 
perceptual compensation. This is the case for the stimuli with an unassimilated C1 in the viable context (e.g. ofbe). 
These stimuli are dispreferred by the French phonotactics, as they are usually produced with a voiced C1 (i.e. ovbe), 
due to the voicing assimilation rule. Although these consonant sequences are phonotactically legal given that voicing 
assimilation is optional (Dell, 1995; Hallé & Adda-Decker, 2011), one can hypothesize that French listeners 
perceptually repair these clusters (e.g., fb) into phonotactically preferred ones (e.g., vb or fp), just like they repair 
phonotactically illegal clusters into legal ones (Hallé & Best, 2007; Hallé, Segui, Frauenfelder, & Meunier, 1998). In 
order to ensure that French participants correctly perceive these consonant sequences, we asked eight native French 
listeners, who did not participate in the EEG experiment, to transcribe the stimuli containing these sequences. Their 
transcriptions confirmed that French listeners are able to correctly perceive these sequences (97.1% correction 
transcription).  
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collected with a numeric keypad. The experiment was run using MATLAB Psychophysics 

Toolbox extensions (Brainard, 1997). 

Each trial consisted of four precursor items, produced by the four female speakers, followed by 

one test item, produced by the male speaker, with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 500 ms. The 

order of the female voices for the precursor stimuli was counterbalanced across trials. 

Participants were instructed to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the test stimulus 

by pressing one of the two response buttons assigned to the “same” and “different” responses. 

The side associated with the “same” response was counterbalanced across participants. For each 

trial, participants had a response time window of 2000 ms, measured from the onset of the test 

stimulus.  

In order to minimize artifacts induced by muscle activity near the EEG recording sensors, French 

participants were instructed not to move their body and to fixate their gaze on a fixation cross 

presented in the center of the monitor during each trial. This fixation cross appeared 1500 ms 

before the auditory stimuli was played and disappeared 1000 ms after the response had been 

given. Then, a visual cue was presented in the center of the screen for participants to blink their 

eyes. This visual cue lasted for 2000 ms and was then replaced by the fixation cross for the next 

trial. Participants were instructed to blink their eyes only during the presentation of the cue.  

There were 10 blocks of repeated trials. Each block contained 32 test trials and 16 filler trials (see 

Appendix for details). Trials were presented in a pseudo-random order, such that no more than 

two consecutive trials concerned the same radical. The experiment started with a training phase 

composed of four no-change and four place-change trials. During this phase, participants 

received visual feedback on their responses (“correct”, “incorrect”, or “too slow”). Results from 

this phase were excluded from the analysis. 
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Since the American English participants only performed the behavioral task, they were tested 

with a slightly adapted procedure. In particular, only 5 blocks of trials were presented to them, no 

visual cue allowing for an eye blink appeared at the end of each trial, and the interval between 

trials was shortened from 4500 ms to 2000 ms. 

2.5. EEG recording and preprocessing 

EEG was recorded using the EGI (Electrical Geodesics Incorporated, Eugene, OR) 256-channel 

HCGSN sensor net and Net Station 4.1 (EGI software). The EEG signal was referenced to the 

vertex (Cz) and digitized at a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Impedances for each electrode were kept 

lower than 50 kΩ during the experiment.  

After acquisition, data were preprocessed using a custom program developed under MATLAB 

with SPM8 (Litvak et al., 2011) and EEGLab (Delorme & Makeig, 2004) extensions. The 

continuous EEG data were first band-pass filtered at 0.3 to 20 Hz and then segmented into epochs 

for each trial. The segmentation was done with respect to the onset of the second phoneme of 

each test stimulus, i.e. C1 (in average 130 ms after the stimulus onset), which corresponds to the 

beginning of the deviation between the no-change and voicing-change items. Epochs were 

defined from 1000 ms prior to this point to 1000 ms following it, where the 150 ms preceding the 

onset of the test stimulus (around 280 to 130 ms before the epoch zero point) served as baseline. 

The segmented epochs were re-referenced against the average of all electrodes and corrected with 

the 150 ms baseline. Epochs that contained artifacts such as eye blinks, saccades and other 

excessive muscular activity, as well as disconnected electrodes were rejected (a minimum 50 

artifact-free trials was assured for each condition).  

2.6. EEG data analysis 

EEG analysis was carried out from 0 to 800 ms following the onset of the C1. The average ERP 

was calculated for each participant across Conditions (no-change and voicing-change) and 
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Contexts (viable and unviable) using all artifact-free trials, independently of whether the 

behavioral responses were correct or incorrect. To determine the neural correlates of the 

interaction between the Condition and Context without any a priori knowledge on spatial or 

temporal regions of interest while correcting for multiple comparisons (sensors & time sample), 

we based our analysis on a cluster-based permutation test (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) and 

applied it to a repeated-measures ANOVA. Each sample (one sensor, one time point) of averaged 

ERP was submitted to an ANOVA with Condition (no-change vs. voicing-change) and Context 

(viable vs. unviable) as within-participant factors. For the interaction between the two factors, 

samples whose F-value exceeded a threshold (here, F-values corresponding to a p-value of 0.05) 

were clustered based on time- and space-adjacency. Each cluster defined in space and time by 

this procedure was then assigned a cluster-based statistics equal to the sum of the F-values of all 

the samples belonging to the cluster. To test whether this cluster-level statistics could be obtained 

by chance, the condition labels of the original ERP data of each participant were randomly 

shuffled. The clustering procedure was then applied on those randomized data, and the F-statistic 

of the biggest cluster from these data was computed. By repeating the random assignment of 

condition labels to the EEG data 1000 times, we could estimate the distribution of the maximum 

cluster level F-statistic under the null hypothesis. If the original statistic was greater than 95% of 

the values obtained on randomized data, then the null hypothesis could be rejected with a Monte-

Carlo p-value < 0.05. 

3. Results 

3.1. Behavioral detection of voicing change 

3.1.1 French participants 

ANOVAs were performed on both error rates and reaction times with Condition (no-change vs. 

voicing-change) and Context (viable vs. unviable) as within-participant factors. For error rates we 
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observed main effects of Condition (F(1,24) = 183.7, p < 0.001) and Context (F(1,24) = 224.6, p 

< 0.001) as well as a Condition × Context interaction (F(1,24) = 235.3, p < 0.001, Figure 2A). 

Post-hoc analyses revealed an effect of Context only in the voicing-change condition (F(1,24) = 

238.4, p < 0.001), in which participants made more errors for the viable context (65%) than for 

the unviable context (7.8%). The analysis of reaction times also showed main effects of 

Condition (F(1,24) = 58.61, p < 0.001) and Context (F(1,24) = 7.7, p < 0.05) and a Condition × 

Context interaction (F(2, 48) = 11.3, p < 0.001, Figure 2B). Again, a context effect was found 

only in the voicing-change condition (F(1,24) = 17,1, p < 0.001), in which participants were 

slower for the viable context (928 ms) than for the unviable context (861 ms). These results 

confirm that participants had more difficulty detecting the voicing change in the viable context 

than in the unviable context. 

3.1.2 American English participants 

Analyses of variance were performed on both error rates and reaction times with the factors 

Condition (no-change vs. voicing-change) and Context (viable vs. unviable). For error rates we 

observed a main effect of Condition (F(1, 11) = 71.7, p < 0.001) and Context (F(1, 11) = 11.9, p 

< 0.01) as well as a Condition × Context interaction (F(1, 11) = 13.5, p < 0.01) (Figure 3A). Post-

hoc analyses also revealed an effect of Context only in the voicing-change condition (F(1, 11) = 

13.2, p < 0.01), in which participants made more errors for the viable context (47%) than for the 

unviable context (33%). The analysis of reaction times revealed a main effect of Condition (F(1, 

11) = 25.8, p < 0.001) and Context (F(1, 11) = 5.17, p < 0.05) but no interaction (Figure 3B).  

3.1.3 Comparison between French and American English participants 

In order to compare the results of the American English participants with those of the French 

participants, analyses of variance on both error rates and reaction times were performed with the 

factors Language (French vs. English), Condition (no-change vs. voicing-change) and Context 
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(viable vs. unviable). The error rate analysis revealed main effects of Context (F(1, 35) = 219, p < 

0.001) and Condition (F(1, 35) = 251, p < 0.001), as well as interactions between Language and 

Context (F(1, 35) = 46, p < 0.001) and between Context and Condition (F(1, 35) = 236, p < 

0.001). The Language × Context interaction was due to the fact that the effect of Context was 

larger for French listeners (F(1,24) = 224.6, p < 0.001) than for English listeners (F(1, 11) = 11.9, 

p < 0.01). The Context × Condition interaction was due to the fact that there was an effect of 

Context in the voicing-change condition (F(1, 36) = 98, p < 0.001) but not in the no-change 

condition (F < 1).  Crucially there was also a triple Language × Condition × Context interaction 

(F(1, 35) = 53.5, p < 0.001). This triple interaction was due to the fact that the phonological 

context had a larger impact on the detection of a voicing change for French listeners (57.2%) than 

for English listeners (14.1%) (F(1, 35) = 51.6, p < 0.001).  

The reaction time analysis revealed a main effect of Condition (F(1, 35) = 80, p < 0.001), an 

interaction between Context and Language (F(1, 35) = 9.6, p < 0.01), and an interaction between 

Context and Condition (F(1, 35) = 17, p < 0.001). The Language × Context interaction was due 

to the fact that French listeners were slower in the viable context than in the unviable context 

(868 ms vs. 841 ms, F(1,24) = 7.7, p < 0.05), whereas the opposite holds for English listeners 

(848 ms vs 869 ms, F(1, 11) = 5.17, p < 0.05). The Context × Condition interaction was due to 

the fact that participants were faster in the viable context than in the unviable context for no-

change trials (793 ms vs 814 ms, F(1, 36) = 9.8, p < 0.01), while they were slower in the viable 

context than in the unviable context for voicing-change trials (922 ms vs 895 ms, F(1, 36) = 7.9, 

p < 0.01). The triple interaction between Language, Condition and Context, however, did not 

reach significance (F(1, 35) = 3.7, p = 0.06).  

3.2. ERP responses related to the detection of voicing change 
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For French participants, we compared the ERPs in the voicing-change and in the no-change 

conditions for the viable and the unviable contexts. Since the perceptual transformation occurs 

only in the viable context, we expected the magnitude of change-induced ERPs to depend on the 

context. Such a context dependency would be revealed by an interaction between Condition (no-

change vs. voicing-change) and Context (viable vs. unviable).  

To determine the electrophysiological correlates of the interaction between the Condition and 

Context without any a priori knowledge on spatial or temporal regions of interest while 

correcting for multiple comparisons (sensors & time sample), we based our analysis on a cluster-

based permutation test (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) and applied it to a repeated-measures 

ANOVA (see Materials & Methods 2.6. for more details). This analysis revealed two 

spatiotemporal clusters for which the interaction between Condition (no-change vs. voicing-

change) and Context (viable vs. unviable) was significant: from 140 to 240 ms after the onset of 

the deviation above the central electrodes for the first cluster (Monte Carlo p < 0.05, Figure 4A), 

and from 360 to 520 ms above the parietal electrodes for the second cluster (Monte Carlo p < 

0.01, Figure 4B).  

In order to assess the nature of the two responses, we carried out a series of post-hoc analyses. 

Specifically, we calculated for each time window the mean voltage over time and sensors within 

the cluster across condition and context and then conducted t-tests on the voltage difference 

between the voicing-change and no-change conditions for each phonological context. For the first 

time window (Figure 4A, right panel), the analysis revealed a significant difference in the 

unviable context (t(1,24) = -6.3, p < 0.001), reflecting a larger negativity (-0.59 µv) in the 

voicing-change than in the no-change condition. As illustrated in Figure 5, this early response 

arises at fronto-central electrodes. By contrast, we observed no significant difference in the viable 

context (0.1 µv, t(1,24) = 0.42, p > 0.1), indicating that the same voicing change does not elicit 
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an early response in this context. For the second time window (Figure 4B, right panel), the 

voicing-change minus no-change subtraction over parietal electrodes yielded a marked positivity 

in the unviable context (0.76 µv, t(1,24) = 3.76, p < 0.001) (Figure 5). Like the first response, this 

response was absent in the viable context (-0.09 µv, t(1,24) = -0.51, p > 0.1). To further examine 

whether there was any observable ERP difference in the viable context at all, we conducted the 

cluster-based permutation test on the difference between voicing-change and no-change 

conditions in this context within the entire analysis time window (0 – 800 ms). This analysis 

revealed no significant spatiotemporal cluster (Monte Carlo ps > 0.1). 

Our behavioral results revealed that although participants tended to fail to perceive the voicing 

change in the viable context, they correctly discriminated voiced from voiceless obstruents in this 

context in 35% of the trials. We further examined whether this residual discrimination capacity 

was reflected in the EEG responses. To do this, we first computed, for each participant, the 

average ERP difference between the voicing-change and the no-change conditions in the viable 

context, using all trials (regardless of the behavioral response). We then computed the correlation 

between the mean amplitude of the ERP difference within the early and the late time-windows on 

the one hand and participants’ detection rate of voicing-change on the other hand. Results from 

this analysis showed no significant correlation in either time-window (140-240 ms: t(1,24) = 0.94, 

p = 0.35; 360-520 ms: t(1,24) = -0.98, p = 0.36). 

4. Discussion 

Context effects are a fundamental feature in speech perception. The categorization of the acoustic 

signal into speech sounds is affected by the linguistic context in which the sounds occur (Darcy et 

al., 2009; Dupoux, Kakehi, Hirose, Pallier, & Mehler, 1999; P Hallé, Segui, Frauenfelder, & 

Meunier, 1998; Mann, 1980; Massaro & Cohen, 1983; Mitterer & Blomert, 2003; Pitt & 

McQueen, 1998). We investigated the influence of linguistic context on the perception of speech 
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sounds, through the study of compensation for native phonological rules. Our behavioral results 

show that French listeners compensate for the voicing assimilation rule of their language, but 

only in the context which allows the application of this rule. This context-dependent 

compensation caused detection of a voicing change to be more difficult before a voiced obstruent 

than before a sonorant.  

Our electrophysiological results with French listeners show that the voicing assimilation rule 

affects speech perception at an early stage of speech sound processing, rather than at a later stage 

of speech sound reinterpretation. Indeed, in the unviable context, the voicing change elicited both 

an early and a late ERP response (respectively from 140 to 240 ms and from 360 to 520 ms post-

deviance). The topography of the early response is very similar to that of the mismatch negativity 

(MMN). The MMN is commonly elicited in odd-ball paradigms by the intrusion of a deviant 

stimulus in a sequence of standard stimuli (Bendixen, SanMiguel, & Schröger, 2012; Dehaene-

Lambertz, Dupoux, & Gout, 2000; Dehaene-Lambertz, 1997; Friederici, 2002; Näätänen & Alho, 

1995; Näätänen et al., 1997; Paavilainen, 2013; Schröger, 1998). It can be observed without 

listeners paying attention to the stimuli (Näätänen & Alho, 1995; Näätänen et al., 1997; Sams et 

al., 1985), and hence reflects an automatic detection of auditory changes (Baldeweg, Williams, & 

Gruzelier, 1999; Giard, Perrin, Pernier, & Bouchet, 1990). The main difference between our 

paradigm and standard odd-ball paradigms lies in the fact that we asked participants to make an 

active comparison between the test item and the precursors. Previous studies have shown that 

when participants have to focus on the stimuli they perceive, the MMN response is intensified as 

compared to a classic odd-ball, in which participants’ attention is diverted (Woldorff et al., 1998; 

Pulvermüller & Shtyrov, 2006). The latency and the topography of the MMN we obtained are in 

line with previous studies conducted with a paradigm in which participants explicitly attend to 

the auditory input to perform a behavioral task (Bekinschtein et al., 2009; Dehaene-Lambertz et 
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al., 2000; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2005). Also, they are in line with results from the classic odd-

ball paradigm with no explicit attention to the auditory stimuli (e.g., Näätänen et al., 1997; 

Mitterer and Blomert, 2003).  

As for the late ERP response elicited by the voicing change in the unviable context, its latency 

and topography are in accordance with previous descriptions of the P300 component (Polich, 

2007). Previous research has shown that the P300 is observed only when participants have to 

attend to an infrequent auditory change and its latency is aligned with the reaction times of the 

behavioral response (Jung et al., 2001; O’Connell, Dockree, & Kelly, 2012; Sassenhagen, 

Schlesewsky, & Bornkessel-Schlesewsky, 2014). This component is thus associated with the late, 

explicit, detection of a task-defined change (for a review see Polich, 2007). Given participants’ 

high detection rate of the voicing change in the unviable context, the presence of both an MMN 

and a P300 was expected in that context. In particular, the presence of the MMN in the unviable 

context confirms that French listeners perceive the difference between voiced and voiceless 

consonants ([v]-[f]) at an early stage of speech perception. In contrast, in the viable context, the 

same voicing change between [v] and [f] induced neither an MMN nor a P300 response. This 

result indicates that the [v]-to-[f] transformation due to compensation for the French voicing 

assimilation rule relies on early mechanisms that apply before the MMN occurs (i.e., earlier than 

140 ms after the voicing change). In fact, if compensation relied on a late correction of an already 

categorized sound, the voicing change should have been detected at early perceptual stages, thus 

eliciting an MMN not only in the unviable but also in the viable context. The absence of an 

MMN in the viable context therefore shows that implicit knowledge of a native language rule 

impacts speech perception at an early stage of signal-to-sound mapping. The absence of the P300 

confirms the behavioral results, suggesting that the acoustic differences between [v] and [f] are 

not even processed at a later stage. 
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Looking in more detail at the behavioral results with French listeners, we observed a residual 

capacity to detect the voicing change in the viable context, with 35% of correct responses. This 

finding is in accordance with Darcy et al. (2009), who showed that in a word detection task, 

French listeners detected 35%  (sic) of voicing changes in the viable context. This residual 

discrimination capacity was not reflected, however, in the EEG data, where there were no ERP 

differences between the no-change condition and the voicing-change condition in the viable 

context, and no correlation between individual detection rates and mean amplitude of ERP 

difference within either the early or the late time-window. This might seem puzzling, as one 

could expect the presence of a small yet observable MMN and P300 in the viable context, given a 

non-negligible detection rate of the voicing change in that context. Here we argue that, on the 

contrary, this discrepancy results from the very fact that compensation is optional. In fact, in 

order to induce an MMN or a P300 in the voicing-change condition, it is necessary that the 

precursor stimuli produce enough neural habituation for the perceptual deviation in the test 

stimulus to trigger a detectable neural response (Näätänen & Alho, 1995; Polich, 2007; Sussman, 

2007). Given the nature of the precursor items, this habituation is not always reached. Indeed, 

when an assimilated item (e.g., ovbe) serves as the precursor stimulus, since it is only optionally 

transformed into its unassimilated counterpart (e.g., ofbe) during perception, the four precursor 

items are not always perceived identically. Thus, although listeners can sometimes detect the 

voicing change between the last precursor stimulus and the test stimulus, they cannot build an 

unambiguous representation of the precursor sequence. For this reason, the condition to trigger an 

observable MMN or P300 is not met (Breen, Kingston, & Sanders, 2013). 

We further showed that the difficulty for perceiving the voicing-change between the precursor 

and test stimuli in the viable context for French listeners cannot be reduced to a universal 

phonetic difficulty in discriminating voicing differences before obstruents, independently from 
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language-specific knowledge. Such a universal effect may arise from the phonetic difference 

between voicing in obstruents and voicing in sonorants: voiced obstruents are commonly 

produced with an active voicing gesture, whereas sonorants are passively voiced sounds (Stevens, 

2000). Behavioral results from the control experiment show that like French listeners, American 

English listeners have more difficulty discriminating a voicing contrast before obstruents than 

before sonorants, in spite of not having the voicing assimilation rule in their language. This 

suggests that voicing is indeed harder to perceive before obstruents than before sonorants. 

Crucially, however, a comparison between English and French participants revealed that the 

increased difficulty before obstruents was larger for French than for English listeners, thus 

confirming our interpretation of the behavioral results obtained with French listeners. That is, 

French listeners show a language-specific effect of compensation for assimilation over and above 

a universal phonetic effect. 

The time course of perceptual compensation for phonological rules has been previously 

investigated using EEG measurements (Mitterer & Blomert, 2003; Mitterer, Csépe, Honbolygo, 

et al., 2006; Tavabi et al., 2009). Results from these studies also showed an absence of an MMN 

for sound changes in the viable context of phonological rules. However, these studies left an open 

question regarding the processing mechanism underlying the early brain response, due to the 

strictly phonetic motivation of the investigated rules. Indeed, the observed early brain response in 

these studies may reflect processing at a phonetic rather than at a phonological level. The critical 

aspect of the present study is that we focused on a rule that cannot be caused by a mechanism that 

analyzes only the phonetic properties of the context, i.e. the presence or absence of voicing in the 

following consonant. In fact, obstruents followed by a voiced consonant are not always 

perceptually transformed into their voiceless counterparts. This perceptual transformation applies 

only when the second consonant is a voiced obstruent. If the second consonant is a sonorant, it 
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does not trigger perceptual compensation, despite being voiced. This perceptual compensation 

therefore depends on a more complex, high-level, mechanism that distinguishes among two types 

of voiced sounds, obstruents and sonorants, in a way that is specific to the French voicing 

assimilation rule. Our results thus demonstrate that the early stages of the signal-to-sound 

mapping are not purely governed by low-level phonetic properties of the sound, but are also 

modulated by high-level phonological knowledge.  

In order to ensure that the ERP differences in response to the perceptual compensation for the 

phonological rule reflected a compensatory mechanism at the phonological level, in the present 

study we introduced several methodological innovations with respect to previous research. First, 

we used meaningless stimuli instead of real words in order to minimize lexical biases. Second, 

we ensured that the compensation mechanism could not be restricted to one specific consonant 

sequence, by using four different sequences. Finally, our stimuli were produced by multiple 

speakers (four female speakers for the precursor stimuli and one male speaker for the test 

stimulus), to induce processing at a phonological rather than an acoustic level (Brunellière, 

Dufour, Nguyen, & Frauenfelder, 2009; Dehaene-Lambertz et al., 2000; Eulitz & Lahiri, 2004).  

The present results open new perspectives to the investigation of how the brain processes 

phonological rules. In fact, phonological theory differentiates between different types of 

phonological rules, based on their different origins. Certain rules have a clear phonetic origin 

(Flemming, 2002; Kirchner, 2013; Steriade, 1997). This holds for instance for place assimilation 

in Dutch and English, which can be seen as extreme cases of coarticulation between adjacent 

consonants, as one sound always takes over phonetic properties of its following sound (Gaskell & 

Snoeren, 2008; Mitterer & Blomert, 2003; Mitterer, Csépe, & Blomert, 2006). French voicing 

assimilation is an instance of a more complex type of phonological rule. These rules also have 

phonetic underpinnings but they only apply in a subset of phonetically valid contexts. In spite of 
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their greater level of complexity, they are typically found across several unrelated languages. For 

instance, Hungarian has a voicing assimilation rule whose distribution is the same as the one 

found in French (Blaho, 2004). Finally, there is yet another type of phonological rules, sometimes 

referred to as “unnatural” because they are phonetically unmotivated (Anderson, 1981; Bach & 

Harms, 1972; Buckley, 2000). These rules are usually only found in single languages or in a set 

of related languages, as the result of historical change or of morphological processes.  

Our ERP results demonstrate that, just like more straightforwardly phonetic rules of the first type, 

more complex phonological rules such as French assimilation rule have an impact on early brain 

responses too, i.e., the MMN. As observed in source reconstruction studies, the MMN is 

generated by a temporo-frontal network (for a review, see Garrido, Kilner, Stephan, & Friston, 

2009). This network includes regions in the temporal lobe – bilateral auditory cortices (Deouell, 

Bentin, & Giard, 1998; Grau, Fuentemilla, & Marco-Pallarés, 2007; Jemel, Achenbach, Müller, 

Röpcke, & Oades, 2002; Tiitinen et al., 2006), and prefrontal lobe (e.g., Giard et al., 1990; Opitz, 

Rinne, Mecklinger, Von Cramon, & Schröger, 2002). Both regions have been shown to 

contribute to speech sound perception. The temporal auditory cortices play a primary role in the 

auditory analysis of the speech signal through their fine-grained tuning to one’s native language. 

Prefrontal regions (e.g., inferior frontal gyrus – IFG) are involved in more complex linguistic 

analyses of speech information (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007; Myers, 2014). Previous research has 

also shown functional interactions between the two regions during the perceptual identification of 

speech sounds (Liebenthal, Sabri, Beardsley, Mangalathu-Arumana, & Desai, 2013) and the 

detection of auditory deviance (Jemel et al., 2002). In particular, studies using combined fMRI-

EEG have suggested that the IFG contributes to a top-down process modulating the deviance 

detection system in the temporal cortices (Doeller et al., 2003; Opitz et al., 2002). Our finding is 

in line with this previous research. Specifically, the modulation of the MMN induced by higher-
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order linguistic information, such as complex phonological rules, indicates that auditory analysis 

of speech sounds is directly influenced by complex phonological knowledge. One question left 

open for future research is whether the last type of the phonological rules that are very abstract 

and have no phonetic grounding rely on the same early processes or whether they are 

compensated for by later integrational mechanism.  

To conclude, we have demonstrated, using the ERP technique, that a phonological rule that 

cannot be reduced to phonetic principles has an early impact on the auditory analysis of speech 

sounds. Thus, the signal-to-sound mapping mechanism is sensitive at an early stage not only to 

low-level phonetic properties but also to context-sensitive phonological rules.  
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Appendix: Complete list of stimuli used in the study 

A.1) ofbe 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change ofbe - ofbe - ofbe - ofbe 
ovbe - ovbe - ovbe - ovbe 

ofbe 
ovbe 

voicing-change ofbe - ofbe - ofbe - ofbe 
ovbe - ovbe - ovbe - ovbe 

ovbe 
ofbe 

place-change 
(filler) 

ofbe - ofbe - ofbe - ofbe 
ovbe - ovbe - ovbe - ovbe 

osbe 
ozbe 

Unviable 

no-change ofne - ofne - ofne - ofne 
ovne - ovne - ovne - ovne 

ofne 
ovne 

voicing-change ofne - ofne - ofne - ofne 
ovne - ovne - ovne - ovne 

ovne 
ofne 

place-change 
(filler) 

ofne - ofne - ofne - ofne 
ovne - ovne - ovne - ovne 

osne 
ozne 

A.2) ikdo 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change ikdo - ikdo - ikdo - ikdo 
igdo - igdo - igdo - igdo 

ikdo 
igdo 

voicing-change ikdo - ikdo - ikdo - ikdo 
igdo - igdo - igdo - igdo 

igdo 
ikdo 

place-change 
(filler) 

ikdo - ikdo - ikdo - ikdo 
igdo - igdo - igdo - igdo 

ipdo 
ibdo 

Unviable 

no-change ikmo - ikmo - ikmo - ikmo 
igmo - igmo - igmo - igmo 

ikmo 
igmo 

voicing-change ikmo - ikmo - ikmo - ikmo 
igmo - igmo - igmo - igmo 

igmo 
ikmo 

place-change 
(filler) 

ikmo - ikmo - ikmo - ikmo 
igmo - igmo - igmo - igmo 

ipmo 
ibmo 
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A.3) usda 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change usda - usda - usda - usda 
uzda - uzda - uzda - uzda 

usda 
uzda 

voicing-change usda - usda - usda - usda 
uzda - uzda - uzda - uzda 

uzda 
usda 

place-change 
(filler) 

usda - usda - usda - usda 
uzda - uzda - uzda - uzda 

ushda [uʃda] 
uzhda [uʒ da] 

Unviable 

no-change usra - usra - usra - usra 
uzra - uzra - uzra - uzra 

usra [usʁ a] 
uzra 

voicing-change usra - usra - usra - usra 
uzra - uzra - uzra - uzra 

uzra 
usra 

place-change 
(filler) 

usra - usra - usra - usra 
uzra - uzra - uzra - uzra 

ushra 
uzhra 

A.4) akvi 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change akvi - akvi - akvi - akvi 
agvi - agvi - agvi - agvi 

akvi 
agvi 

voicing-change akvi - akvi - akvi - akvi 
agvi - agvi - agvi - agvi 

agvi 
akvi 

place-change 
(filler) 

akvi - akvi - akvi - akvi 
agvi - agvi - agvi - agvi 

atvi 
advi 

Unviable 

no-change akni - akni - akni - akni 
agni - agni - agni - agni 

akni 
agni 

voicing-change akni - akni - akni - akni 
agni - agni - agni - agni 

agni 
akni 

place-change 
(filler) 

akni - akni - akni - akni 
agni - agni - agni - agni 

atni 
adni 
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Captions to Figures 

Figure 1. Spectrograms showing representative examples of precursor-test pairs in each context 

(viable and unviable) and each condition (no-change and voicing-change).  

Figure 2. Performance of French participants on the mismatch detection task (N = 25). These 

graphs show mean error rates (A) and mean reaction times (B) as a function of Condition (no-

change and voicing-change) and Context (viable and unviable). Error bars give the standard error 

across participants. 

Figure 3. Performance of American English participants on the mismatch detection task (N = 12). 

These graphs show mean error rates (A) and mean reaction times (B) as a function of Condition 

(no-change and voicing-change) and Context (viable and unviable). Error bars give the standard 

error across participants. 

Figure 4. Electrophysiological results. Two spatio-temporal clusters revealing a significant 

Condition × Context interaction. The first cluster consists of left central sensors from 140 to 240 

ms after the onset of the deviation (A). The second one consists of centro-posterior sensors from 

360 to 520 ms after the onset of the deviation (B). For each cluster, the left panel shows the 

location of the sensors within the cluster (in red). The middle panel shows evoked potentials 

averaged across these sensors, for each context and condition. The zero point on the x-axis refers 

to the onset of the deviation between the no-change and the voicing-change items. Black arrows 

indicate the onset of the test stimuli. Grey shades mark the time-window of the cluster. The right 

panel shows the mean evoked potentials across sensors and within the time-window for each 

condition and context. Error bars give the standard error across participants (N=25). 

Figure 5. Scalp map of t-values over time for the voicing-change minus no-change subtraction in 

viable (top) and unviable (bottom) contexts. Each scalp map represents mean t-values over a 100 

ms time-window. 
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Appendix: Complete list of stimuli used in the study 767 

A.1) ofbe 768 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change ofbe - ofbe - ofbe - ofbe 
ovbe - ovbe - ovbe - ovbe 

ofbe 
ovbe 

voicing-change ofbe - ofbe - ofbe - ofbe 
ovbe - ovbe - ovbe - ovbe 

ovbe 
ofbe 

place-change 
(filler) 

ofbe - ofbe - ofbe - ofbe 
ovbe - ovbe - ovbe - ovbe 

osbe 
ozbe 

Unviable 

no-change ofne - ofne - ofne - ofne 
ovne - ovne - ovne - ovne 

ofne 
ovne 

voicing-change ofne - ofne - ofne - ofne 
ovne - ovne - ovne - ovne 

ovne 
ofne 

place-change 
(filler) 

ofne - ofne - ofne - ofne 
ovne - ovne - ovne - ovne 

osne 
ozne 

A.2) ikdo 769 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change ikdo - ikdo - ikdo - ikdo 
igdo - igdo - igdo - igdo 

ikdo 
igdo 

voicing-change ikdo - ikdo - ikdo - ikdo 
igdo - igdo - igdo - igdo 

igdo 
ikdo 

place-change 
(filler) 

ikdo - ikdo - ikdo - ikdo 
igdo - igdo - igdo - igdo 

ipdo 
ibdo 

Unviable 

no-change ikmo - ikmo - ikmo - ikmo 
igmo - igmo - igmo - igmo 

ikmo 
igmo 

voicing-change ikmo - ikmo - ikmo - ikmo 
igmo - igmo - igmo - igmo 

igmo 
ikmo 

place-change 
(filler) 

ikmo - ikmo - ikmo - ikmo 
igmo - igmo - igmo - igmo 

ipmo 
ibmo 

 770 

 771 

 772 
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A.3) usda 773 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change usda - usda - usda - usda 
uzda - uzda - uzda - uzda 

usda 
uzda 

voicing-change usda - usda - usda - usda 
uzda - uzda - uzda - uzda 

uzda 
usda 

place-change 
(filler) 

usda - usda - usda - usda 
uzda - uzda - uzda - uzda 

ushda [uʃda] 
uzhda [uʒ da] 

Unviable 

no-change usra - usra - usra - usra 
uzra - uzra - uzra - uzra 

usra [usʁ a] 
uzra 

voicing-change usra - usra - usra - usra 
uzra - uzra - uzra - uzra 

uzra 
usra 

place-change 
(filler) 

usra - usra - usra - usra 
uzra - uzra - uzra - uzra 

ushra 
uzhra 

A.4) akvi 774 

Context Condition Precursor items Test item 

Viable 

no-change akvi - akvi - akvi - akvi 
agvi - agvi - agvi - agvi 

akvi 
agvi 

voicing-change akvi - akvi - akvi - akvi 
agvi - agvi - agvi - agvi 

agvi 
akvi 

place-change 
(filler) 

akvi - akvi - akvi - akvi 
agvi - agvi - agvi - agvi 

atvi 
advi 

Unviable 

no-change akni - akni - akni - akni 
agni - agni - agni - agni 

akni 
agni 

voicing-change akni - akni - akni - akni 
agni - agni - agni - agni 

agni 
akni 

place-change 
(filler) 

akni - akni - akni - akni 
agni - agni - agni - agni 

atni 
adni 

 775 

776 
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